
Longitudinal Characterization of the CLN8mnd-/- Mouse Model of CLN8 Batten 
Disease – Fine Motor Performance, Brain Pathology and Metabolic Changes 

1 INTRODUCTION
The naturally occurring Cln8mnd-/- mouse model (B6.KB2-Cln8<mnd>/MsrJ) of CLN8 Batten disease
(known also as Northern epilepsy) has been shown to exhibit progressive retinopathy, accumulation of
autofluorescent lipopigment (stain positive for subunit c of mitochondrial ATPase), atrophy of neocortex
and loss of cortical and hippocampal interneurons.

Longitudinal data shown here combines advanced technologies such as kinematic gait analysis, MR
based imaging techniques (T2 volumetry, DTI for white matter defects), spectroscopy (1H-MRS), and
metabolic profiling (FDG PET). We have shown in our previous work in Cln6nclf mice (bioRxiv,
doi.org/10.1101/522011) that phenotypic fingerprint derived from longitudinal imaging and fine motor
deficits can be identified and reduced to highly descriptive and significant metrics utilizing the contrastive
PCA approach.
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2 STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS
Cohort of 12 CLN8mnd-/- and 12 littermate WT mice (Cooper JD et al. 1999, J Neuroscience; 6 females + 6
males /group. If different, number of mice is stated in data figures for each modality). Data shown here are
up to 6 months, 8 months timepoint occurs in future. Data is presented as mean ± SEM unless otherwise
stated.

• Neurometabolite differences emerged at 4 months varying between the sexes. N-acetyl
aspartate (neuronal marker) was significantly reduced in males at 6 months which may
reflect the gender difference observed in reduced brain volumes.

• Based on the current data, it is evident that Cln8mnd-/- mice have pronounced WM differences
relative to WT littermates, with longitudinal changes over time. Interestingly, these changes
are reflected from hindered water diffusion at 2 months, with evolution towards increased
radial diffusivity at 4 and 6 months. Increase of radial diffusivity is classically interpreted as
demyelinating processes.

• Flash electroretinogram acquired at 4 months revealed robust and highly significant
phenotype in degeneration of photoreceptors, and Müller and bipolar cells in Cln8mnd-/- mice.

• Kinematic gait analysis revealed a characteristic set of gait features differentiating both
genders of young (2 mo) and 6 mo Cln8mnd-/- mice from WT, including decreased overall
speed and diagonal cadence and increased hip height at 6 months.

• Set of correlated multi-modal readouts which best characterize the both genders of Cln8mnd-/-

was identified, consisting of increased overall slowness (KGA PC1), associated with
decreases in whole brain, hippocampus, and cortex volumes (MRI PC1), metabolic changes
(FDG PC3 and 1), and white matter changes (DTI PC1 and 3).

• The cPC2, consisting of striatum volume (MRI PC3), white matter changes of ec, and bcc
(DTI PC2), as well as overall hip height and other gait changes (KGA PC2), demonstrate
gender differences (young females, older males) to opposite directions.

Figure 2. Structural brain volumetry in WT and CLN8mnd-/- mice. Whole brain, cortex, striatum and hippocampus volume differences are exclusively driven by
male mice (*) up to 6 months. Data are mean ± SEM; unpaired t-test *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

Figure 3. DTI revealed widespread white matter changes in CLN8mnd-/- mice relative to WT littermates; longitudinal changes (unpaired
t-test, *p < 0.05, direction relative to WT) for each brain region for pooled genders (P), females (F) and males (M); color-cue for WM
structures is indicated in upper right corner. Fractional anisotropy changes were most prominent at 4 months, with parallel increase in
radial diffusivity. At 6 months FA effect is masked by changes in axial and radial diffusivities.

Figure 1. Neurometabolite profile changes in WT and CLN8mnd-/- mice. Representative 1H-MR spectrum from hippocampus at 6 months and significant
alterations of various metabolites longitudinally are shown in the table. Significances and direction of change relative to WT are given for repeated measures
(2-way ANOVA) for pooled and genders separated data; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

Figure 4. The scotopic flash ERG results demonstrate significantly reduced responses, amplitude and latency, to all the different light
intensities tested in the Cln8mnd-/- mice compared to the wild-type littermates. No sex differerences were observed. These results are
indicative of an alteration on the functionality of the photoreceptor (a-wave) and Müller and bipolar cells (b-wave). Data was
statistically analysed by Mann-Whitney test; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001.
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fmi – forceps minor of the corpus callosum (CC), gcc – genu of CC, bcc – body of CC, scc – splenium of CC, ec – external capsule,
aca – anterior commissure, anterior part, ic – internal capsule, opt – optic tract, cp – cerebral peduncle

Figure 5. Overall Gait Score of WT and CLN8mnd-/- mice. The score (B) is based on discriminant vector (A), emphasizing gait changes
associated to CLN8. Data presented as boxplot; LMM followed by estimated marginal means, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

• Decreased overall speed and peak swing speed 

• Decreased diagonal cadence

• Slightly increased overall hip height

• Protraction and retraction more backwards

• Increased head movements

DATA REDUCTION USING CONTRASTIVE PCA5

* ANOVA (GT): Cln8 effect, or interaction of Cln8 x age.

Figure 6. Two-phase data reduction. First, PCA was applied separately to the five sets of z-score normalized data (A) to
identify combinations of original variables which best explain the variance of original data set. PC interpretations (B) are
based on parameters which have most weight in each PC. Contrastive PCs are shown as heat map (C), and most
strongly correlated phase 1 components are also presented as color coded bar graphs (D).

The contrastive PCA reveals the combination and correlation of the 15 phase 1 components which differentiate the
Cln8mnd-/-mice from the WT mice. Final PC scores of pooled genders (E) and genders separately (F). The first component
(KGA PC1, MRI PC1, FDG PC3 and 1, DTI PC1 and 3), demonstrate phenotype difference at both time points. The cPC2
(MRI PC3, DTI PC2, KGA) is increased in 2 mo females, and strongly decreased in 6 mo males. Data presented as
boxplot; LMM followed by estimated marginal means, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001

PC# Interpretation ANOVA (GT)
1 Overall slowness and double support ****
2 Decrease in hip height and toe clearance **
3 Ankle function, protraction, jerkiness
1 Overall SUV
2 Amygdala, Cortex, Basal Foreb. Septum
3 Brain stem, Hypothalamus, Cerebellum (-)
1 Whole brain, Hippocampus, Cortex **
2 Cortex, Hippocampus (-), Cerebellum (-)
3 Striatum (-), Whole brain **
1 GLU+GLN, CR+PCr, CHO, GLU *
2 CR, PCr (-), GSH (-), GPC (-) *
3 NAA+NAAG (-), Lac (-), Ala (-), GSH 
1 FA (opt, ic, ec, cp) (-), RD (opt, cp, ic) **
2 AD (ec, bcc, fmi) (-), RD (ec, bcc, scc) (-) ***
3 AD (ic, opt) (-), FA (gcc, fmi), RD (fmi, aca) (-)
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Structural MRI, MRS and DTI – 11.7T Bruker BioSpec 
TurboRARE: 78 µm in-plane, 0.45 mm slices, PRESS: HippocampusTE/TR 10/2000 ms, EPI-DTI: 

30 diff dirs, 0-970 s/mm2, 80 µm in-plane resolution and 0.6 mm slices.

Fine Motor Kinematics – Motorater TSE-Systems GmbH 
Plexiglas corridor (153 x 5 x 10 cm) with high-speed (300 fps) camera; underside and both sides. Prior to the test, the essential body 
points, such as joints and tail, were marked for tracking. The movement was analyzed using the Simi Motion software (Simi Reality 

Motion Systems GmbH). Approximately 5-6 complete strides were analyzed from each mouse. 

2 mo 4 mo 6 mo

FDG PET – BioPET/CT, BioScan
Overnight fasting, i.v. 150 µl bolus of 18F-FDG in sterile saline;14.0 ± 1.5 MBq. 

Scans in list mode for 25 min, 30 minutes post 18F-FDG injection. 

8 mo

Scotopic flash electroretinogram (fERG) – Celeris, Diagnosys LLC
Dark adapted animals, six different light intensities (0.003, 0.01,  0.1, 1,  3,  10 cd.s/m2). 

Data was manually interpolated to identify a- and b-waves.


